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“I Wish Someone Had Told Me…”

I’ve been teaching art for 15 years and I find myself saying the same 
things over and over again. I’ve told every student, in every class that 
I’ve ever taught, at least one of the little nuggets I’ve included in this 
eBook. There’s nothing particularly exceptional about my 18 little grapes 
of goodness; they’re simply common sense – but a sense that we often 
don’t apply to ourselves. 

I wish that someone had told me this stuff 20 years ago.                  

Well - the truth is… I was told. 

I just didn’t believe it. I wasn’t ready to believe it. I wish that I had believed 
it earlier. I wish that I could remember to apply these simple truths to my 
life on a daily basis. I’d probably feel better, more often.

But I forget. I’m sure you do too. 

So here they are - 18 Reasons to Stop Procrastinating. I apply them to 
painting and creative pursuits, but they’re applicable to a lot of new  
endeavours, right across the board.

Here’s your chance (and mine, again) to remember to go easy on 
ourselves, be patient, be gentle and allow the process to simply happen. 

Here we go - lets peel the onion… one layer at a time. 
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You Are Going to Suck

Sorry, but you will. It will feel awkward and uncomfortable, and you are 
going to suck. There’s no avoiding this. It’s just what’s going to happen.

At first. 

Then you’ll get better. But often that’s not good enough for us. We’re 
adults. We’re used to things coming easily, learning quickly. No longer do 
we struggle with hand-eye co-ordination; managing any style of cup from 
table to mouth is now a breeze. No more difficult looping of bunny ears on 
the road to tying our own shoes. 

Art and creativity are not that simple.

You will be learning to use your body in a new way, considering new and 
possibly foreign concepts of manipulating water and pigment with a hairy-
ended stick. This may take a little while to get used to. 

This is okay.

I promise – you will get better. It will feel better.

In the meantime… Have the courage to suck.   

http://lezleydavidson.com
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Breathe and Stretch

We don’t often think of art and creativity as a physical exercise, but it is. 
And like any physical activity the body needs to be stretched and limbered 
before being put to work. 

Rotating and flexing the neck, shoulders, wrists and fingers gets the blood 
flowing and helps loosen you up for the drawing or painting process. I often 
enjoy a moment of head down, hanging toe touch. It helps bring blood to 
my head when I’m feeling fuggy and drowsy.

Remember to breathe. I catch myself holding my breath when inking 
because I’m trying to get smooth, flowing lines - but it doesn’t help. In fact 
it’s the opposite - how can I hold in and flow?

Holding your breath and hunching up when you paint just results in tight, 
clenchie paintings. Remember to loosen up, stretch when you feel tight, 
breath into your body and breathe into your brush strokes.

This will get you loose and limber and flowing. 
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Let Go of Perfection  
You can’t know everything about painting before you start. You cannot try 
to avoid mistakes by trying to learn what to do in every scenario before you 
begin.

You only learn by doing.

This is so important I’ll repeat it. In bold. And caps.

YOU ONLY LEARN BY DOING.

Art and creativity isn’t a theoretical exercise. It’s paint on paper and 
movement of brush and application of colour and value, texture and tone. 
You’ll never really understand until you actually start to paint. There are no 
substitutions for this: you have to paint to learn how to paint.

http://lezleydavidson.com
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Fail Quickly. Fail Often.

Just make a big god awful mess and get it over with. Go ahead and ruin 3 
sheets of paper in a row with horrible slicks of mud and back wash that 
make cat sick look gallery worthy. Waste a half tube of yellow ochre making 
baby shit brown in an attempt at a field of flowers. Go ahead. Hurry up and 
fail. 

Now… how do you feel? 

Did you die? Did you get bitten on the butt by the poisonous fail beetle? 
Did all your friends and loved ones reject you in an art fail intervention? Did 
you get mocked repeatedly by strangers? Did you lose your spouse and your 
house and your family and your life savings when you wasted the half tube 
of $6 paint and ruined the 3 pieces of $2 paper?

No. No you did not. None of that happened*. 

Sure, you felt stupid for a bit and you thought, “goddamn, that’s an awful 
piece of crap…”

But that’s okay, ‘cuz you’re new, and we’ve all been there. Failing quickly 
and failing often will just get you used to the big fat ‘no big deal’ that is 
screwing up a painting.

The quicker you fail, the quicker you get to the good stuff because you’re 
learning about what’s not working. This is just as valuable as learning what 
does work. 

Plus, you never know when you’ll want to paint a big mess of mud and back 
wash. 

Failing doesn’t mean you suck. 
*(If anyone does mock you for your attempts, they’re an asshole and should go eat paste. In the backyard. 
By themselves. Because they’re a douchebag and probably have scalp fungus and no friends– ignore them)
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Stop Being So Damn Critical

Seriously, just stop. You’re doing better than you think.                                                        
(and you’re just kind of being mean to yourself – so stop, you don’t deserve it)

I SUCK.

http://lezleydavidson.com
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Progress Just Ain’t a Straight Line

Nope. It’s really not. 

I experience progress most often like a set of stairs:

	Long periods of doing what appears to be the same level of output

	Followed by short ecstatic burst of “getting it” when things suddenly 
come together and I can draw or paint something that’s been eluding 
me

	Then back to long periods of doing what appears to be the same level 
of output 

I say  “what appears to be the same level” because I’m sure that there’s still 
progress happening, it’s just not as obvious when I’m going through an “art 
spurt” and things are “clicking” for me. 

Sometimes progress feels like a violent gaudy mess:

Rest assured that you are not getting worse, it just seems that way 
sometimes. Be patient, keep at it, improvements will come.
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Stop Comparing Yourself to Others

This doesn’t work in any situation, for any reason. Ever. 

Don’t compare yourself to anyone:

	Certainly not Bob Ross who you watch religiously every Sunday 
morning, or any other art professional who’s making their living 
from their art.

	Not your sister-in-law who’s a trained graphic designer with an 
honours degree from OCAD and 7 years as a junior designer at 
TAXI.

	And definitely not your neighbour, who’s been taking art classes 
every week for the past 40 years and has won the Juror’s Choice 
award at the TOAE. Twice. 

There’s nothing wrong with finding inspiration in someone else’s work or 
technique or results. It’s fertile soil that motivates you to try for yourself 
what you’ve seen another accomplish. All creative works are built, informed 
and expanded by what came before them. This is good and fulfilling and 
growth.

Beware when your admiration turns to inner judgment and doubt. When 
you hear the inner critic mutter about how you’ll never be as good or never 
do that or that you suck or shouldn’t bother or that your stuff is crap… 
beware when you judge your own work based on standards that another 
artist has developed over years of trial and error. 

Stop comparing yourself to others because you give your inner critic 
permission to be a judgey asshole.
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You Don’t Have to Be Moneybags McFat Wallet to Start

You don’t have to get all the best materials to start painting. You just have to 
start. Use whatever you’ve got handy. It may not be sable brushes or artist 
quality materials - what’s important is to just start painting. You can get 
better stuff later when you feel it’s time to upgrade. 

The next eBook for the The Studio will be about art supplies; everything you 
need to know and a bunch of insider information that can save you money 
when it’s time to buy. 

The free download will include a check list that will get you set up to paint 
in watercolour for under $10. Believe it. 

Just get painting. It’ll put you further along than waiting to afford top 
of the line stuff because you think it’ll make you paint better. You paint 
better, by painting.
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Don’t Take Any of This Too Seriously

It’s just art. It’s not rocket science. It’s not your relationship to your children 
or the impact you have on your clients. It’s just art. 

It’s just painting. Try not to let a painting fail frustrate your day… because I 
know, I’ve been there. It can. It does. There will be ups and downs, wins and 
losses – try to let it go.

You can paint another win tomorrow. Or fail – you know, whatever. That’s 
good too.
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Just Walk Away… and Recycle

If you’re having one of those days where the painting just won’t come 
together - it won’t gel, one area won’t turn out the way you want and you 
keep working at it with growing frustration…

Just take a deep breath… and walk away.

Sleep on it. At the very least come back later with fresh eyes. It’s probably 
not as bad as you thought it was. Even if it is as bad as you feared, there’s 
probably some area that you like and can save. Put it in your morgue – your 
tear file of interesting strokes or plumes, textures and effects that you’ve 
managed to create in paintings that were otherwise destined for the recycle 
bin.

Keep the crappy painting – you can use the back side to test colours. (you 
always want to test your colours on the actual paper that you’ll be painting on because 
colours can behave differently on different surfaces.)

There’s no waste here, everything has value and is useful in the process. 

http://lezleydavidson.com
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Enjoy the Beginner’s Mind  
If you can, move past discomfort and enjoy the experience of painting with 
the beginner’s mind, the child’s mind. This is the mind free of expectation 
or judgment. 

Painting is a joy in it’s own right; the thrill of water running over a page, 
watching pigments mingle and separate - working their magical paint 
chemistry together on your paper.

Try to enjoy the newness and unpredictability of the medium. You will never 
be a beginner again. 

http://lezleydavidson.com
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Focus Young Padawan  
Small steps. Bite-sized pieces. One project, then the next, one piece at a 
time. 

Learning something new can be overwhelming and it’s easy to get scattered 
and lose focus. You may find yourself biting off a little more than you can 
chew – large complicated designs, challenging compositions and subject 
matter. 

This section isn’t to dissuade you from being challenged, challenge is good, 
stretching your skill set is good. I just want you to be aware of the warning 
signs that you may not be using your painting time to it’s best advantage:

	Do you have a growing collection of half-finished paintings that 
you keep meaning to get back to?

This may be a sign that you’re losing focus and avoiding a difficult area of 
the painting. Instead of pushing through and trying to resolve the difficult/
not working/muddy-crap part, you’re putting it aside in favour of the shiny 
new exciting project that hasn’t yet disappointed you with it’s difficulties. 

	Have you not painted in weeks? Even though you enjoy it and 
have some time to devote to your painting, you’re avoiding it and 
finding other things to do with your time? 

Maybe you’ve run into a trouble area that stops you from continuing. I know 
it’s difficult to pick up the brush and reconnect with a painting at a pain 
point. This gives some weight to calling it quits for the day on a high point – 
when you know exactly where you’re going and what to do next. 

There’s no easy way to resolve this problem except to say – just do it. That 
difficult area will arise again and again if you don’t just push through and 
try to resolve it. True, you may mess it up, but who cares – you can live with 
a screwed up painting. What’s more difficult to manage is a drawer full of 
paintings you’ve never finished. 
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Fill Your Cup 
Nurturing your creativity and self-expression is a dedication to whole health. 
Studies have found that being creative leads to stress relief, relaxation and a 
calmer more focused state of awareness. Those that paint regularly tend to 
be less anxious, have a better functioning immune system and a healthier 
sense of self-esteem.

Painting is an investment in your self.   

It’s just as important to make time for painting and creativity in your life as 
it is to care for your body by exercising and eating healthy beneficial food.   

When you take care of yourself and fulfill your own needs you’re much 
more able to take care of those that depend on you - with more patience 
and compassion and caring.
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Just Do It (or maybe not) and How to Know For Sure

If you want to paint or get creative, just do it. Put aside some time a day, 
a week or a month that’s reserved for nothing but getting down with your 
artsy self. Make it important, make it a priority, make the time for it. If you 
get a rush out of painting or drawing or being creatively self-expressive, 
finding and making the time shouldn’t be that much of a struggle.

If you can’t find the time, can’t commit, consider that it might not be the 
right time for you to take on another activity. Maybe your life is too full 
or there are other more important priorities right now… but don’t forget 
about those creative murmurings. They may quiet down for now, but they 
will have a voice.  And they have ways of making you listen.

If you can’t make the time and your life isn’t particularly full of other priorities, 
consider that maybe painting isn’t something you really want to do. There 
are legions of ways to be creative; dance, writing, cooking, gardening, auto 
mechanics, carpentry, sewing, math, science, archeology, physics, singing, 
acting… I think you see where I’m going with this. 

Creativity isn’t just the visual or performing arts. It’s imbued in all facets of 
life. Maybe you just need to bring more creativity into your business or your 
relationships. Don’t think you’re not creative if you didn’t dig painting or 
drawing – just find your own creative path, find your own unique mode of 
self-expression. You will know it because…
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…It Brings You Joy

Follow joy. FOLLOW. JOY.

I spent a long time pursuing activities because of how people reacted to 
them: 

“Wow – a veterinarian, that’s special…”

“A lawyer – whoa, that’s pretty cool…”

“…oh a children’s illustrator – how wonderful!”

I became aware of my true motivations after accepting how little I enjoyed 
writing and illustrating for children. I thought I may be on to something 
when people began reacting with scrunchie confused faces when I told 
them I made auto bio webcomics.

“…oh, comics! Like Archie? …Not like Archie… you mean like Batman and 
Wonder Woman? - superheros! Coooool! …oh. …not superheroes… autobio? 
I don’t understand… but… comics, like cartoons? – like in the paper? Wow – 
like Family Circus in the papers!… no?... that’s not…  it’s just… what is it?... I 
don’t really… ...so stories about your life?…uh… heh, okay…” 

Awkward. 

But autobio comics are more honestly a part of what I’m supposed to be 
doing… and I recognized it by the JOY.  

“I don’t believe people are looking for the meaning of life as 
much as they are looking for the experience of being alive.”

       ~Joseph Campbell

We’re supposed to be doing work we love, activities that fill us with joy and 
energize our spirit and make us feel alive. This is the point of life. Paying 
attention to when you feel love, joy, passion and satisfaction honour the 
sign-posts that guide our path and influence our decisions.  

If painting gives you joy, make time for it. It’s as important as food and air 
and water. 
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Be Patient. Be Gentle.

For god’s sake, be kind to yourself in this process of starting or regaining 
your artistic path. Be gentle and soft and kind. You’d never yell at a child for 
fumbling when they’re learning to tie their shoes, nor sarcastically chastise 
them when they learning to read. Don’t do it to yourself.  

You deserve a compassionate, understanding inner voice while you’re 
learning to paint. Tell your critical voice to go take a flying leap – you’re not 
listening to it right now. 

Actively encourage yourself to be supportive of your efforts. Find things you 
like in every painting and practice saying (or at least thinking) words of praise 
for even your smallest successes. With every painting, actively point out to 
yourself areas in which you’ve improved and give yourself the support and 
encouragement you deserve. 

Be patient and non-judgmental. This is a process and takes time and never 
moves in any linear way. Improvements come in cycles and can’t be forced. 
We have enough critics in our lives – don’t be one about your painting. 

Critical Voices

this way
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Once You Start

You’ll never have to start again. You’re only a beginner once and you’ll get 
better sooner if you start now. 
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Credit Where Credit is Due

Congratulate yourself, for you are courageous.

It’s scary to start something new. You persevered in the face of discomfort, 
fear and pain to start painting and you deserve every ounce of credit and 
respect for that. Take it, you earned it – every little bit. It takes balls to learn 
something new. Congratulations on growing a pair.  
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Last Words

No one looks back at life and regrets learning something new or acting or 
taking a chance. We regret giving up and standing still and being afraid and 
letting opportunities slip away.

There’s no dress rehearsal in life - this is it, take it or leave it. It’s your choice 
- let it pass you by or grab it by the horns and eat it up and suck every last 
ounce of joy and experience from the root. 

Sure, it may knock you down a bit and get your nose bloodied and stick 
you in the ribs a few times… that’s just the way it is. That’s just the way it’s 
always been.

I’d rather get bloodied up and fall down a few times and live, than stand 
on the edges and watch it go by. The joy is in the living, the jumping in, the 
saying yes. 

I hope you say yes.
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